Effect of added alkalizer and surfactant on dissolution and absorption of the potassium salt of a weakly basic poorly water-soluble drug.
Telcagepant potassium salt (MK-0974) is an oral calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor inhibitor investigated for the treatment of acute migraine. Under gastric pH conditions, the salt rapidly gels, then converts to an insoluble neutral form that creates an impervious shell on the tablet surface, resulting in a slow and variable release dissolution rate and poor bioavailability. Early attempts to develop a solid dosage form, including solid dispersion and nanosuspension formulations, resulted in low exposures in preclinical studies. Thus, a liquid-filled soft gelatin capsule (SGC) formulation (oblong 20) was used for clinical studies. However, a solid dosage form was desirable for commercialization. The slow dissolution of the tablet formulations was overcome by using a basifying agent, arginine, and inclusion of a nonionic surfactant, poloxamer 407. The combination of arginine and poloxamer in the formulation created a local transient basic microenvironment that promoted the dissolution of the salt and prevented rapid precipitation of the neutral form on the tablet surface to form the gel layer. The tablet formulation achieved fast absorption and comparable exposure to the SGC formulation. The final optimized 280 mg tablet formulation was successfully demonstrated to be bioequivalent to the 300 mg SGC formulation.